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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Dietary factors are leading contributors to chronic disease and mortality globally and in Canada 

(1–3), and have been recognized as modifiable risk factors for certain cancers (4). However, 

much remains to be learned about how dietary factors interact with other modifiable and non-

modifiable exposures and physiologic variables to influence disease risk in humans (5,6). 

Information collected from large prospective cohorts plays an important role in furthering our 

understanding of diet-disease relationships (7,8). To advance knowledge on how to promote 

health and prevent disease, it is critically important to use robust tools for collecting dietary 

information from participants in such cohorts (9). This guide is intended to be utilized by 

researchers designing nutritional epidemiological research and in particular, to guide the 

implementation of dietary assessment tools within the CPTP cohorts. The aim is to provide 

guidance on method selection, data collection, and analyses of dietary data, as well as stimulate 

discussions of harmonization of methods across cohorts to advance the evidence base.  

 

Because objective measures such as biomarkers of diet are currently few, burdensome, costly, 

and limited in the information they provide about the types of foods and beverages people 

consume (5,6), researchers typically rely upon self-report tools. However, it has long been 

recognized that self-reported dietary data are affected by error, including systematic error or 

bias (9,10), leading some commentators to suggest that research should no longer rely on self-

report approaches (11,12). However, much work has been conducted to better understand and 

address error in self-report dietary intake data (9,10). Such work has informed the development 

of novel technology-enabled tools to allow collection of the least-biased data possible, as well 

as the development of rigorous statistical approaches to mitigate the effects of error (13–16).  

 

Based on what is known about sources and types of error in data captured using different types 

of tools, it has been recommended that a combination of tools may be the optimal way forward 

for cohort studies. Specifically, multiple 24-hour recalls (24HRs), administered in combination 

with a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), may allow researchers to leverage the strengths of 

each instrument (10,14,17). Data from 24HRs provide comprehensive detail on intake and 

measure consumption with less bias than FFQs. On the other hand, FFQs measure intake over a 

longer period (e.g. past month or year) (18–20), meaning they are better able to capture intake 

of foods and beverages that may be consumed more episodically (e.g., whole grains, dark-green 

vegetables) but that may be important to diet-disease relationships. The availability of web- 

and mobile device-based dietary assessment tools for use in Canada and emerging statistical 

techniques to analyze the resulting data makes this multiple-tool scenario a realistic 

consideration for Alberta’s Tomorrow Project (21), other cohorts within the Canadian 

Partnership for Tomorrow Project (CPTP) (22), and other health-related studies. With 

comprehensive and standardized measurement of dietary exposures across cohorts, the 

identification of promising strategies to reduce diet-related disease risk among Canadians can 

be furthered (9). 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

The Global Burden of Disease, Injuries, and Risk Factor study listed diet as one of the leading 

contributors to morbidity and mortality in Canada and globally (1–3). Particular to cancer, 

components or characteristics of the diet have been found to either reduce or increase risk of 

certain cancers (4). For example, intake of red and processed meats has been associated with 

an increased risk of advanced prostate cancer, while vegetarian and vegan diets have been 

associated with a slightly reduced risk of gastrointestinal cancers, cancers of female 

reproductive organs, and prostate cancer (4). As well, some types of vegetables, and fruits in 

general, have been identified as having a probable protective role against certain types of 

cancer (23,24). Despite the focus on singular foods and beverages, there is growing consensus 

on the importance of elucidating overall dietary patterns and the synergistic and potentially 

antagonistic effects of multiple dietary constituents in relation to disease risk (25–28). 

 

Data on dietary patterns within Canadian populations are relatively sparse, posing a barrier to 

furthering evidence on diet-health relationships and the identification of strategies to promote 

health. The 2004 Canadian Community Health Survey collected comprehensive dietary intake 

data from a nationally-representative sample (using a single 24HR on the majority of the 

sample and two 24HRs on a subsample), with the data suggesting that current dietary patterns 

are not well aligned with recommendations for health (29,30). This survey was repeated in 

2015 (31) but given the cross-sectional nature of the data, it is difficult to examine diet-related 

exposures in relation to disease endpoints or proximal markers of disease. However, cohort 

studies such as the Canadian Partnership for Tomorrow Project (CPTP) (22) and the Canadian 

Longitudinal Study on Aging (CLSA) (32) provide opportunities to address this knowledge gap 

within Canada. These studies are large and prospective in nature, offering unique opportunities 

to examine diet in relation to other risk factors, proximal markers of disease, and disease 

outcomes. With comprehensive and standardized measurement of dietary exposures within 

these cohorts, the identification of promising strategies to reduce diet-related disease risk 

among Canadians can be furthered (9). 

 

To date, many of the cohorts within the CPTP, as well as the CLSA, have not collected 

comprehensive dietary intake data, in large part due to the lack of high-quality and easy-to-

administer tools tailored to the Canadian context at the time the cohorts were initiated (9). 

However, recent developments have made web- and mobile device-based systems available for 

measuring dietary intake data in Canada, providing an opportunity to collect and eventually 

pool comprehensive dietary intake data across the cohorts. Thus, the existing CPTP (22) and 

other platforms can be leveraged to strengthen the evidence on diet-disease relationships, as 

well as to examine diet in relation to other factors, such as physical activity, sedentary 
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behaviour, and sleep, environmental exposures, and genetics. Collaborative efforts to facilitate 

data harmonization and pooling across studies will strengthen the evidence (33) and optimize 

the scientific impact of each individual cohort by enhancing statistical power and 

generalizability, as well as providing the potential to evaluate differences among the cohorts 

with respect to dietary exposures and disease-related outcomes (34).  

 

The purpose of this guide is to outline considerations associated with measuring diet in 

epidemiologic research, particularly in the context of Canadian cohort studies. Included are a 

description of measurement error and its impact on estimating diet-disease relationships, as 

well as an overview of commonly-used dietary assessment measures and their characteristics 

related to measurement error. Also provided are considerations for the selection and 

implementation of dietary assessment tools within the CPTP cohorts, based on current thinking 

about best practices and evidence regarding feasibility of available tools. This user guide also 

includes an overview of practical considerations for collecting, processing, analyzing, 

interpreting, and reporting dietary data, directing users to additional resources that delve into 

these concepts in greater depth.  While the document is not exhaustive given the breadth of 

considerations involved, it is intended to help researchers to get started and to identify issues 

that require further investigation to successfully implement comprehensive dietary assessment 

in epidemiologic research. 
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SECTION 2: MEASUREMENT ERROR AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR ESTIMATION OF DIET-

DISEASE RELATIONSHIPS 

 

A challenge related to dietary data and their use to examine diet-disease relationships is 

measurement error (10). Measurement error can cause attenuation of disease risk estimates 

and reduce statistical power (35), resulting in the need for large sample sizes to detect 

relationships between dietary exposures and disease-related outcomes (13). For example, in 

the Observing Protein and Energy Nutrition Study (36), attenuation due to error in estimation of 

protein intake was reported to cause a true relative risk of 2.0 to be reduced to 1.10-1.12 (13). 

It has long been recognized that there will likely always be error associated with self-report 

dietary assessment (37), but sources of error can be minimized to the extent possible and 

acknowledged to avoid misleading results (10).  

 

Measurement error refers to the difference between 

the observed or measured value and the true value 

(10,18). In the context of dietary assessment, this 

reflects the difference between estimated intake of a 

dietary component based on self-report data and the 

true level of intake of that dietary component.  

 

The two main types of measurement error are random 

error and systematic error (also known as bias) 

(20,37). Random error, also referred to as classical 

measurement error, is independent of the true 

exposure (e.g., dietary component) (18,20). It can 

occur in either direction (under- or over-estimation) 

and does not affect the mean or median; thus, data affected by random error are not biased, 

but are not precise (13). A key source of random error in dietary data reflecting intake on a day 

or a few days is day-to-day variation in what individuals eat and drink (i.e., within-person 

variation) (20,38). Measurement error can also be systematic (referred to as bias), in that 

measurements consistently depart from the true value in the same direction (18,20). 

Systematic error may come about due to inaccurate recall, social desirability biases, and other 

sources of bias in reporting.  

 

Recovery biomarkers, which provide estimates of true intake for energy, protein, potassium, 

and sodium, have been used in validation studies to characterize the types and extent of error 

affecting data collected using different self-report dietary tools. Such studies suggest that data 

from FFQs are affected by bias to a larger degree than data from 24HRs (36,39–41). Random 

Measurement Error Webinar Series 

The National Cancer Institute’s 

webinar series (38) provides an in-

depth overview of issues related to 

measurement error inherent in 

dietary intake data. Several webinars 

relate specifically to the estimation of 

diet-disease relationships, with one 

session dedicated to the use of 24HRs 

in combination with an FFQ in 

epidemiologic research. 

 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-error/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-error/
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error, on the other hand, particularly affects data from short-term tools, such as 24HRs and 

food records (FRs), which are used to collect data for only a day or a few days. If a sufficient 

number of repeat data collections are available, averaging across days provides estimates of 

usual intake for a population or subpopulation such that the random errors cancel each other 

out (42). Investigators are usually unable to collect a sufficient number of recalls on a large 

sample (10), but smaller numbers of repeat measures (potentially for a sub-sample) and 

statistical modelling can be used to adjust for the effects of day-to-day variation (42). In 

contrast, systematic error, or bias, cannot be reduced or eliminated by repeat measures. 

 

Importantly, although no self-report tool captures data that are free of bias (15,37), the findings 

of validation studies suggest that self-report data provide reasonable estimates for many 

nutrients and food groups (15,16). For example, estimates of potassium intake have been 

shown to be reasonable, suggesting the same may be true for estimates of fruit and vegetable. 

However, this is not the case for energy intake (15,16). Energy is contained in all foods and 

beverages (10); thus, error associated with each individual food or beverage accumulates 

(10,43). Thus, it is recommended that absolute energy estimates based on self-report not be 

relied upon as true indicators of caloric intake. Self-reported energy intake can be used for 

energy adjustment, which can partially mitigate the impact of bias on observed diet-disease 

relationships, as discussed in SECTION 4.These issues are also further detailed in Subar et al. 

(10). 
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SECTION 3: OVERVIEW OF DIETARY ASSESSMENT TOOLS 

 

Choosing the most appropriate dietary assessment tool can be a challenge, particularly in 

studies with very large samples. Because objective measures of diet are few and burdensome 

(9,44), researchers are typically reliant upon self-report measures to capture diet. Generally, we 

are interested in using such tools to estimate usual intake (i.e. long-term average intake) 

(42,45,46), a consideration that must be borne in mind when determining the dietary data to 

be collected and how they will be analyzed.  

 

Commonly-used self-report measures include 24HR, 

FR, FFQs, and brief tools or screeners, (9,20). Data on 

food, beverage, and supplement consumption 

collected using such tools can be linked to available 

nutrient and food group databases, such as the 

Canadian Nutrient File (9,18), to calculate estimated 

intake of foods, food groups, nutrients, and other 

dietary components, as well as patterns of intake. 

These estimates can then be used to model 

relationships between dietary exposures and health 

or disease outcomes (9,18). 

 

Self-report tools can be characterized based on whether they capture data on intake over the 

short or long term (18,19). Short-term tools, such as 24HR and FR, capture dietary intake for a 

single day or a few days. Data from short-term tools do not directly measure usual intake, but 

with repeat measures and the application of statistical modeling, distributions of usual intake 

can be estimated (42). Long-term tools, such as FFQs or screeners, are designed to collect data 

on usual intake over a long period, such as a month or a year (18,19). The main self-report 

tools, including the key sources of error, are described below, with a brief overview in Box 3.1. 

 

Short-term Dietary Assessment Tools: 24-hour recalls (24HRs) and Food Records (FRs) 

 

The 24HR consists of a structured interview to collect data on all foods and beverages 

consumed on a given day, typically the prior day from midnight-to-midnight (18–20). In 

interviewer-administered recalls, a trained interviewer uses open-ended questions to collect 

comprehensive details, including brand names, and how food was prepared (18–20). For 

example, a report of a sandwich for lunch is followed by probes for detailed information, such 

as the type (e.g., white or whole wheat) and brand name (e.g., Dempster’s) of the bread, the 

items that were included on the sandwich (e.g., lunch meat, lettuce, tomato), and if condiments 

The more you know 

Understanding the advantages and 

limitations of different dietary 

assessment tools, and including the 

expertise of nutrition researchers, 

epidemiologists and statisticians, 

when choosing tools and 

identifying the corresponding 

statistical approaches to be used, 

can enhance the ability of a study 

to evaluate diet-disease 

relationships. 
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were used. Food models, pictures, and other visual aids may be used to improve accuracy of 

portion size reporting (18–20). A recall administered by a trained interviewer usually requires 

approximately 20-60 minutes to complete (18,19). In addition to providing detailed dietary 

intake information, 24HRs can provide information about meal patterns (e.g., timing and 

composition of meals and snacks), consumption of foods at and away from home, and 

contextual factors (e.g., use of electronic devices during meals, eating with others) (18). Dietary 

supplement use can also be captured, which is important since supplements can make 

significant contributions to intake of certain nutrients (18–20). Standardized automated 

systems, such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Automated Multiple-Pass Method 

(AMPM), have been developed to facilitate the process, and improve accuracy, of interviewer-

administered 24HRs (18,19). AMPM consists of: 1) a quick list of all foods and beverages 

consumed the prior day; 2) probes for forgotten foods; 3) inquiries into timing of consumption 

and eating occasions; 4) probing questions to gather details about the foods and beverages 

reported; and, 5) a final review, which probes the respondent about any other items not 

already reported (18–20). 

 

Recall data are affected by random error, a key source of which is day-to-day variation (i.e., 

variation in dietary intake from one day to the next) (18,20). Random error can be accounted 

for with repeat measures (e.g., replicate 24HRs) and statistical modeling to account for the 

within-person variation (statistical modeling rather than averaging is usually required since the 

number of repeat recalls available is generally too low for averaging to sufficiently address 

random error) (42). Recall data are also affected by bias, sources of which include imperfect 

short-term memory or recall, inaccurate portion size reporting, and social desirability biases 

that may contribute to over-or underreporting of dietary components (19,20). However, 24HRs 

are recommended for use in various research initiatives, including epidemiological studies, 

because they have been shown to capture dietary intake with less bias compared to FFQs 

(13,15,16).  

 

A key challenge in the use of 24HRs in large-scale research has been the prohibitive cost 

associated with interview-administered recalls (19), particularly if repeat administrations are 

required to account for day-to-day variation (42). As well, the need for manual coding by 

trained personnel contributes substantially to the cost and burden (18). To minimize errors and 

ensure consistency, a standardized protocol must be developed for coding each food/beverage 

item, coders must be trained extensively on the coding protocol, and quality control spot 

checks must be completed throughout the process (19,20). As a result, interview-based 24HRs 

have not generally been used in large-scale cohort studies. 
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In the past decade, technological advances in 24HRs 

have eliminated the need for trained interviewers 

and coders (47–51). For example, the Automated 

Self-Administered 24-hour (ASA24) Dietary 

Assessment Tool, developed by the US National 

Cancer Institute, is a web-based system developed to 

enable the collection of multiple 24HRs (as well as 

FRs) in large-scale research (51). The format and 

design of ASA24 are based on a modified version of 

the interviewer-administered AMPM. ASA24 integrates automated coding to eliminate the 

need for manual coding, which is laborious, time-consuming, and expensive (19).  

ASA24-Canada (www.asa24.ca) is freely available and has been adapted to reflect the Canadian 

food supply, including differences between the US and Canada in brand names and fortification 

(51). It has been tested in subsamples of both the Alberta’s Tomorrow Project (21,52) and the 

CLSA (32,53) cohorts. Findings from these feasibility studies suggest that participants are 

receptive to completing ASA24 on multiple occasions; however, the use of technology 

introduces new challenges, such as those associated with computer literacy, that must be taken 

into consideration (54). For example, it may be necessary to develop quick-start guides or video 

tutorials to help participants troubleshoot technological or other issues encountered. The 

National Cancer Institute website includes sample quick start guides that can be used or 

adapted for different types of studies and populations. In addition, researchers at Université 

Laval have developed the Rappel 24h Web (R24W), a web-based 24-hour recall for use with 

French-Canadian populations, based on the AMPM (55). Evidence based on a controlled feeding 

study supports the capacity of R24W to assess dietary intakes in a population of adults (56).  

Food records, sometimes referred to as diaries, are similar to 24HRs in that they capture a 

detailed account of foods, beverages, and possibly, dietary supplements consumed over one or 

more days (e.g., 3-d FRs, 7-d FRs) (18–20). The difference between the tools is that 24HRs rely 

on short-term memory to recall dietary intake from the previous day (potentially eliciting recall 

biases), while with FRs, the intent is for participants to record information in real-time 

(potentially eliciting reactivity, elaborated upon below). With a written record, respondents are 

provided with a form and oral and/or written instructions prompting them to record relevant 

details for all foods and beverages consumed, such as brand name, preparation method, and 

where the food or beverages items were consumed. Portion size can be estimated using visual 

aids, such as food models or pictures, or measured using weighing scales or measurement 

cups/spoons. Food records may also capture intake of dietary supplements. Following 

completion, a trained interviewer may review the FRs and follow up with the respondent to fill 

in missing details (18–20). 

 

Find out more about ASA24-Canada  

Appendix A includes additional 

information about ASA24-Canada. 

A demonstration version of ASA24 is 

available at: 

https://asa24.nci.nih.gov/demo/ 

http://www.asa24.ca/
https://asa24.nci.nih.gov/demo/
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Food records have similar advantages (e.g., collecting contextual factors) and challenges (e.g., 

inaccurate portion size estimation, social desirability bias) to 24HRs (18). In contrast to 24HRs 

(particularly those that are unannounced or not anticipated by respondents), data collected 

using FRs can be affected by reactivity bias in that respondents may alter their eating habits in 

response to monitoring (18–20). Respondents may also forget to record items in real-time and 

instead, rely on memory to fill in missing information. Last, there is a large burden placed on 

respondents to record intake (particularly if weighing of food is required), potentially impacting 

the quality of data, especially when many days of recording are required (18–20). Food records 

have been used in cohort studies to calibrate estimates derived from FFQs (18), but the large 

expense associated with manual coding and laborious data entry has made their use in large-

scale cohorts impractical for the most part (18,19).  

 

As with 24HRs, FRs have been enhanced by technological innovation (18). For example, ASA24-

Canada, described above, provides the capacity to collect FRs in addition to recalls (57), 

providing promise for reducing burden as well as costs associated with coding and entering FR 

data. Mobile device-based applications have also been developed and may use cameras and 

image recognition for automated identification of foods and beverages and estimation of 

portion sizes (58,59). For example, the Technology Assisted Dietary Assessment (TADA) 

approach uses images obtained before and after eating occasions, along with fiducial markers 

to provide scale and perspective, to estimate the types and amounts of foods consumed (60). 

Work to automate food identification and portion size estimation for such tools is ongoing, but 

such tools are not yet ready for wide-scale implementation in large cohorts. Furthermore, to 

our knowledge, such tools have not yet been tailored for use in Canada, which is an important 

consideration given that the Canadian food supply, including foods and beverages available as 

well as fortification practices, differ from the food supply in other countries.  

 

In addition to research-grade tools such as TADA, mobile device-based commercial applications 

for recording food intake for self-monitoring purposes (e.g., MyFitnessPal) have been made 

available (61). These commercial applications likely have similar limitations to FRs (e.g., 

reactivity) because they are designed to capture dietary intake in real-time. In some cases, 

reactivity may be a desired outcome of self-monitoring, but this source of bias is problematic 

for capturing usual dietary exposures in the context of epidemiologic research (61). For the 

most part, these applications have not been tested to assess the extent to which they 

accurately and reliably capture intake (61). There are also concerns with quality (e.g., limited 

Canadian content, currency) (62). Lastly, there may be issues relating to ownership and usage 

of data (e.g., potential to be shared with a third party) (63). Therefore, the use of commercial 

mobile device-based applications in large-scale cohort studies is not suggested, particularly 

with the availability of web-based dietary assessment tools that have been tailored specifically 

to Canada and are intended for use in research.  
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Long-term Dietary Assessment Tools: Food Frequency Questionnaires (FFQs) and Screeners  

 

FFQs are designed to collect information regarding respondents’ usual frequency of 

consumption of foods and beverages over a specified period, such as the previous month or 

year (18–20). Respondents are instructed to estimate how often a particular food or beverage 

or grouping is consumed, choosing from categories such as ‘never’ or ‘less than once a month’ 

or ‘6+ per day’. Many FFQs are designed to collect information on usual portion size or specify 

portion sizes as part of each question, sometimes with visual aids, such as images, to enhance 

reporting accuracy. An FFQ may also collect information regarding frequency of intake and 

dosage of commonly consumed dietary supplements (18–20). FFQs are typically self-

administered and may require between 30-60 minutes to complete if the intent is to capture 

the total diet (18). Under certain circumstances, such as with populations with limited literacy, 

questionnaires can be interview-administered (18). Given that FFQs are comprised of a 

standard set of questions and food items, coding of the data is fairly straightforward. FFQs have 

traditionally been used in large-scale cohort studies because they have offered lower burden 

and cost in comparison to 24HRs or FRs (10).  

 

A key challenge in the completion of FFQs is that they can be cognitively complex (18–20). 

Recalling long-term food and beverage intake and determining the average frequency with 

which items were consumed can be difficult (18–20). Additional sources of bias include 

inaccurate portion size estimation, the influence of recent diet on recalling long-term intake, 

and the use of a finite list of items that might not capture foods and drinks commonly 

consumed by particular populations (18–20). Biomarker-based studies indicate that FFQ data 

are affected by bias to a greater extent than those from 24HRs or FRs (15,16,36,39). It is thus 

suggested that estimates of nutrient intake derived from FFQs should be viewed as crude 

approximations, and they are not considered the optimal main tool for epidemiologic studies, 

particularly when used on their own without calibration with less-biased data (64). It should be 

noted however that since they query a longer period of time, FFQs may be better able to 

capture episodically-consumed foods, such as dark-green vegetables, compared to short-term 

tools (18–20). As a result, they may be of value in combination with short-term tools in the 

context of epidemiologic research. 

 

Technological advances related to FFQs are largely 

limited to the development of online versions (65). For 

example, the Diet History Questionnaire III (DHQ-III), 

developed by the National Cancer Institute, and the 

Canadian adaptation (CDHQ-II) are offered in web-based 

versions (66,67).  

Learn more about CDHQ 

Appendix B includes additional 

information on the CDHQ. 

A demonstration version is 

available at: 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/d

hq2/webquest/demos.html 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/webquest/demos.html
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/webquest/demos.html
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The CDHQ-II is freely available to researchers and clinicians, and an updated version, the CDHQ-

III, is under development based on foods and beverages reported using 24HRs in the 2015 

Canadian Community Health Survey and will be completed by the end of 2019. The CDHQ-III 

will be available in English and French (similar to previous versions) as well as past-year and 

past-month, with and without portion sizes. Similar to the DHQ-III, the CDHQ-III will be available 

as an online questionnaire only. Paper- and web-based versions of the CDHQ-II were evaluated 

for reliability, feasibility, and acceptability in a sub-sample of Alberta’s Tomorrow Project 

participants (68); nutrient estimates from the two versions were comparable and the majority 

of participants indicated willingness to complete the web-based version in the future (68). 

These findings indicate that the CDHQ is amenable for use in large studies, though as noted 

above, the FFQ is not the ideal sole tool for use in epidemiologic research.  

 

Screeners are brief tools similar in design to FFQs, with the exception that the former provide 

information on targeted aspects of the diet (18–20). Screeners can be used to obtain basic 

information regarding a limited number of foods and beverages, or provide information 

regarding dietary habits (18–20). Screeners typically have low participant burden and can be 

quick to complete (18). However, the lack of comprehensive dietary data limits analytic 

opportunities, including the consideration of overall diet quality and patterns. Further, sources 

of bias that affect data from FFQs also affect screeners (18). For prospective studies that used 

screeners at baseline, it may be possible to integrate more comprehensive tools such as recalls 

so that the screener data can be calibrated to reduce bias (13). 
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Box 3.1. Overview of Self-Report Dietary Assessment Tools  

 

• 24-hour recalls (24HRs): Collect comprehensive detail regarding all foods and 

beverages (and possibly supplements) consumed the prior day or 24-hours (18–20). 

Data from 24HRs are mostly affected by random error versus bias (in contrast to FFQs 

and screeners) (15,16,36,39). A key source of random error is variation in dietary 

intake from day-to-day (18,20), while sources of bias include inaccurate memory 

recall of dietary components or portion sizes and social desirability biases (19,20). 

24HRs capture intake with less bias than FFQs (13,15,16), but their use in large-scale 

cohort studies has been infrequent due to cost and burden (10). However, 

technological advances have eliminated the need for trained interviewers and coders 

(47–51), making recalls feasible for use in large cohort studies. Can also provide 

information on meal patterning, as well as contextual factors, such as where meals 

were eaten and with whom. 
 

• Food Records (FRs): Collect a detailed real-time account of foods, drinks and possibly, 

dietary supplements consumed over periods usually ranging from one to seven days 

(18–20). Sources of measurement error in data from FRs are similar to those affecting 

24HR data, but FR data are affected by reactivity (versus recall) bias. A large number 

of reporting days can result in less respondent cooperation (19). Technological 

innovation (18) has decreased the costs and burden associated with collecting and 

analyzing FR data (58,59). Can also provide information on meal patterning, as well as 

contextual factors, such as where meals were eaten and with whom. 
 

• Food Frequency Questionnaires (FFQs): Retrospectively collect information regarding 

respondents’ usual frequency of consumption of foods and beverages over a specified 

period, such as the previous month or year (18–20). Many FFQs incorporate portion 

size questions and FFQs may also query frequency of use of dietary supplements (18–

20). FFQ data are affected by bias to a larger extent than are data from 24HRs 

(15,16,36,39), likely due to the fact that FFQs can be cognitively complex to complete 

(18–20). FFQs are not considered the optimal sole tool for large cohort studies. As 

technology has made it feasible to use 24HRs in large studies (47–51), there is an 

anticipated shift toward the use of 24HRs in combination with FFQ data to leverage 

the strengths of each method (17). 
 

• Screeners: Retrospectively collect basic information regarding a limited number of 

foods and beverages, or to provide information regarding dietary habits (18–20). 

Screeners are affected by similar sources of bias as FFQs (18). 
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The Potential of Biomarkers in Nutritional Epidemiology 

There is great interest in the potential use of biomarkers to advance nutritional epidemiology 

(69–71). Biomarkers provide an objective measure of dietary intake and, in some cases, can be 

used as a reference measure to evaluate self-report tools (69). Biomarker data may also 

improve the predictive power of self-report intake to more accurately associate nutritional 

status with disease risk (14,17). However, their use in cohort studies currently is likely to be 

limited by feasibility. 

Recovery biomarkers are biologic products directly related to intake and not affected 

substantially by inter-individual differences in metabolism (72). Recovery biomarkers are 

considered to be measures of true intake because they provide nearly unbiased measures of 

intake (69). Because of this, recovery biomarkers are useful for quantifying measurement error 

in self-report data (15,16,36,39), as well as calibrating data from self-report tools to remove 

error (72). However, only a few recovery biomarkers have been identified, including doubly-

labeled water for energy intake (73) and 24-hour urine for protein (74), potassium, and sodium 

intake (15,16). Concentration biomarkers reflect the concentration of specific chemicals or 

compounds in blood, urine, or tissues and can be used as an indirect measure of dietary intake 

(19). Unlike recovery biomarkers, these biomarkers do not represent a direct measure of true 

intake because they are affected by differences in metabolism or personal attributes, such as 

smoking status and body weight (14,72). Thus, concentration biomarkers cannot be used as 

measures of absolute intake or for assessing error in self-report dietary intake data (14). 

However, there have been efforts to combine concentration biomarkers, such as serum 

carotenoids, with self-report data to improve estimates of diet-disease relationships (14,17) 

(see SECTION 5). Predictive biomarkers have a relationship with intake that is stable, time-

dependent, and sensitive to intake in a dose-response manner (75,76). Examples of candidate 

predictive biomarkers are urinary sugars (a biomarker of total sugars intake) (77) and plasma 

alkylresorcinols (a biomarker of whole grain wheat and rye intakes) (78). Similar to 

concentration biomarkers, predictive biomarkers do not represent a direct measure of true 

intake; however, they are postulated to improve estimation of associations between diet and 

disease (77).  

 

Overall, while the discovery of new biomarkers to understand the relation between diet and 

health is a lively area of nutrition research, the use of those recognized as markers of true 

intake currently remains limited due to high cost and burden (79). Additionally, biomarkers do 

not provide detailed information about what respondents actually eat and drink or contextual 

factors that might be pertinent to understanding how eating patterns can impact health- and 

disease-related outcomes (10).  
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SECTION 4: CONSIDERATIONS FOR ASSESSING DIET IN CANADIAN COHORT STUDIES 

 

The collection of dietary data to support examination of diet-disease relationships in large-scale 

cohort studies, such as CPTP (22) and CLSA (32), has been challenging due to the limited 

availability of dietary assessment tools that are tailored 

to the Canadian context, cost-effective, and 

appropriately tested (9). At the time of designing the 

baseline data collection strategies for cohorts within 

CPTP, it was not logistically feasible to collect 

comprehensive dietary intake data from thousands of 

participants due to cost and burden (9). Questions 

related to fruit and vegetable intake were included 

within CPTP (80) to provide face validity to participants 

who might have anticipated being queried about dietary 

risk factors. It was recognized, however, that the 

resulting data were not ideal for examining associations 

between diet, health and disease markers, and other end 

points (81). Additional dietary assessment has been 

undertaken within CPTP, but not consistently across the 

cohorts (Box 4.1). With technological advances in dietary 

assessment (51,65), it is now possible for CPTP and other 

large-scale research initiatives to collect comprehensive 

dietary data efficiently and affordably, opening many 

avenues of inquiry related to diet and health (9).  

 

The considerations outlined below are based on current evidence for reducing bias and 

estimating diet-disease relationships with as much precision as possible—their implementation 

relies upon the use of technology-enabled tools mentioned above and described in the 

Appendices. Implementation of these approaches will require the development of capacity not 

only in the collection of dietary data, but also their appropriate analysis using cutting-edge 

statistical techniques that continue to emerge.  

 

Selecting Dietary Assessment Tools 

 

Since there are few measures available that capture intake without bias (9,44), the aim in any 

given study should be to capture the least-biased data on dietary exposures (17,18); current 

evidence suggests this can be best achieved in cohort studies by collecting multiple 24HRs along 

with an FFQ (82). 

Box 4.1 Dietary Tools used in CPTP Cohorts 

 

Alberta’s Tomorrow Project (21) 

➢ CDHQ-I (2000-2008) (23) 

➢ Fruit and vegetable screener (2009-

2015) (81) 

➢ ASA24 & CDHQ-II (feasibility testing in 

a subsample) (68,52) 

Atlantic PATH (109) 

➢ Fruit and vegetable screener 

➢ Multifactor screener and frequency  

questionnaire -- questions specific to 

the Atlantic population 

BC Generations Project (110) 

➢ Fruit and vegetable screener 

CARTaGENE (111) 

➢ CDHQ-II 

➢ Fruit and vegetable screener 

Ontario Health Study (112) 

➢ Fruit and vegetable screener 
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Combining tools appears to be an ideal approach because it provides maximum analytical 

flexibility (i.e., strategically capitalizing on the strengths of each tool, while minimizing 

limitations) (18). In a simulation study, the combination of short- and long-term dietary data 

was shown to increase the precision of estimates as well as the power to detect relationships 

between dietary exposures and disease-related outcomes (17). Results of the simulation study 

suggest the use of four to six 24HRs over the course of a year, along with the administration of 

an FFQ (17), for epidemiologic research. A more recent validation study showed that multiple 

recalls performed better than an FFQ in terms of the accuracy of estimates of intake of energy, 

protein, potassium, and sodium (83). However, FFQ data are valuable for providing information 

on  episodically-consumed foods and beverages (17). The FFQ 

assesses long-term intake with a single administration, while the 

number of repeat 24HRs that would be required to obtain similar 

information on episodically-consumed foods may be impractical 

(17).  

 

If it is not possible to collect 24HRs from the full sample, the FFQ 

can be used as the main tool, with administration of a less-biased 

tool in a subsample to allow the use of statistical techniques to 

partially correct for error (40,84). In this case, 24HRs (or 

biomarkers, if possible) can be used as the reference tool, allowing 

calibration to reduce bias in the FFQ data (13). The reference data 

are collected in a calibration sub-study, which can be either internal 

or external to the main study (see SECTION 5) (13). When using 

24HRs, a repeat administration is needed to account for within-

person variation. 

 

In combining tools, the timing of administration of tools is 

important (85). Collections of 24HRs should be spread out over the 

study period since intake can vary from day to day and across 

seasons, while the FFQ should be administered towards the end of 

the study period (85). If investigators are interested in measuring 

changes over time, additional assessments should be conducted 

throughout the duration of the study (17,85). 

 

In addition, Freedman et al. (2010) have proposed combining self-report dietary data with 

concentration biomarker data for improving statistical power to detect diet-disease 

relationships in cohort studies (69). This may be a consideration for the future. 

 

Feasibility Testing in Alberta’s 

Tomorrow Project 

 

The feasibility of administering a 

combination of dietary assessment 

tools was examined in a study in a 

subset of Alberta’s Tomorrow 

Project participants, who were 

asked to complete four 

administrations of the web-based 

ASA24 and one administration of 

the online DHQ II over a four 

month time period (52). More 

than half of participants 

completed two or more recalls, 

and those who completed a 

greater number of recalls were 

more likely to also complete the 

DHQ II (52). Using technology to 

administer 24HRs may introduce 

new issues, such as computer 

literacy (54) (see appendices for 

considerations to overcome 

challenges). 
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Analytic Considerations 

 

Carefully considering the dietary assessment tool(s) to be used helps to lay the groundwork for 

statistical analyses to be conducted and associated study design considerations. For example, if 

the 24HR is used as the main dietary tool, investigators will ideally plan for multiple 

administrations and include an administration of a FFQ to all study participants to capture 

episodically-consumed foods and beverages (17). Alternatively, the use of regression calibration 

(described further below) to mitigate measurement error when a FFQ is used as the main 

dietary tool for data collection will require that a reference method (84), such as 24HRs or 

recovery biomarkers, be collected from a subsample of study participants (13). Strategic 

planning in collaboration with statisticians well in advance of study implementation is strongly 

recommended. Optimal analyses must be matched to the data and research question, but 

general approaches are briefly described below. 

 

24-hour recalls as the main tool for assessing diet-disease relationships 

 

As previously discussed, the use of a 24HR as the main dietary assessment tool in large cohort 

studies has been made possible by technological advancements (51,65). When data from both 

recalls and a FFQ are available for the full sample, FFQ data are not used as reference measures 

(as would be the case when a FFQ is the main tool and 24HR data are the reference) but instead 

are used as covariates to help predict true usual intake (14,82). 

 

Several methods have been developed to model usual intake using 24HR data. Among these, 

the National Cancer Institute Method is widely used and can be applied to predict usual intake 

estimates for use in regression analyses (46,86), with inclusion of variables from the FFQ as 

covariates. Details and code to support the implementation of the National Cancer Institute 

Method are available at https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/diet/usualintakes/method.html.  

 

Alternatively, regression calibration techniques can be implemented to combine 24HR and FFQ 

data (17), but the method is more complex in comparison to circumstances in which an FFQ is 

the main study tool. This approach is discussed in more depth in the National Cancer Institute’s 

Measurement Error Webinar Series (https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-

error/). It is expected that analytic approaches for cases in which 24HRs represent the main tool 

in the context of epidemiologic research will continue to develop. 

 

 

 

 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/diet/usualintakes/method.html
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-error/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-error/
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Food frequency questionnaires as the main tool for assessing diet-disease relationships  

 

As previously noted, FFQs have traditionally been used as the main dietary assessment tool in 

large-scale cohort studies (19). However, a reference measure should be used in tandem to 

reduce bias in the FFQ data (84). The most commonly-used approach to analyze data in this 

situation is regression calibration (13,18) (Box 4.2). To enable this approach, a calibration sub-

study in which both the FFQ and the reference tool are administered is needed  (13,39). The 

calibration sub-study can be internal or external to the main study. If the sub-study is external, 

then the study population and the main dietary assessment tool should be similar to those in 

the main study (18). The ideal reference tool used in the sub-study would capture dietary intake 

without bias (84). However, in the absence of recovery biomarkers or other unbiased measures 

of intake for most nutrients, less biased tools (mainly 24HRs) are used to provide reference data 

(18). Although imperfect, using a less biased measure has been shown to be preferable to 

ignoring measurement error (13). Collection of multiple administrations of 24HRs in at least a 

subsample is recommended to enable statistical approaches to address within-person variation 

in intake. The subsample should be representative of the overall sample. The size of the 

subsample needed is dependent on the dietary component of interest, with a larger number of 

recalls necessary to capture multiple instances of consumption of more episodically-consumed 

components(87). This is described in more detail elsewhere (87).  

 

Energy adjustment  

 

Energy adjustment is needed to control for confounding that may result if energy intake is 

associated with disease risk and can partially mitigate the effects of measurement error in self-

report dietary data (39,43). Energy adjustment is a method in which dietary components are 

evaluated in relation to total energy intake (18). The most commonly used methods for energy 

adjustment are the nutrient density and residual methods (18). For example, nutrient density 

can be calculated by dividing nutrient and food group intakes by total energy intake and 

expressing values either as a proportion (e.g., % kcal from fat) or in units relevant to the 

particular nutrient (intake/1000 kcal) (18). Energy adjustment accounts for factors that affect 

energy requirements (e.g., metabolism, body composition, physical activity) (43) and can 

provide a measure of diet composition, while controlling for confounding that may result if 

total energy intake is associated with the disease outcome of interest (10,18,43). Further, 

because error in energy reporting is correlated with error in other dietary components 

(10,39,43), energy adjustment can be used to partially mitigate the effects of measurement 

error in self-report dietary data.  
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Interpreting and Reporting Study Findings 

 

Cohort studies are valuable undertakings that can provide critical information regarding 

relationships between diet and health in populations and subpopulations (9). To make 

meaningful contributions to the literature and to facilitate syntheses of evidence, reports of 

findings from such studies should include detailed descriptions of the methods used to assess 

dietary exposures and to analyze the resulting data. The Strengthening Reporting of 

Observational Studies in Epidemiology-Nutritional Epidemiology (STROBE-nut) checklist 

provides insights into the details that should be reported along with findings from cohort 

studies (88). To ensure that relevant attention is paid to critical details beginning at the stage of 

study planning, collaborations among nutritionists, epidemiologists, and statisticians are 

strongly recommended to aid in the selection of assessment tools, implementation, analyses, 

and interpretation. 

  

 

Box 4.2 Considerations Related to Regression Calibration 

 

• Regression calibration is used to alleviate biased estimation of associations between diet 

and disease outcomes caused by measurement error in self-report tools (13,18).  

• The relationship between true intake and observed intake must be known 

and can be obtained by conducting a calibration sub-study (13).  

• The sub-study can be internal or external to the main study, but if external, 

then both the study population and the main dietary assessment tool should 

be similar to those in the main study (18). 

• A random sample of participants from the main study must complete the 

main and  reference tools (13); using a less biased measure as the reference 

tool is better than ignoring measurement error (13). 

 

• Regression calibration does not recover the loss of power to detect diet-disease 

relationships (13). The following approaches have been suggested to remedy the loss of 

power associated with measuring dietary exposures affected by measurement error 

(13): 

• Increase study sample size or conduct a meta-analysis of existing cohort 

studies (13); however, these approaches will not account for unmeasured 

confounders that may lead to inaccurate interpretation of findings (36,113). 

• Use the least-biased tool possible to reduce the loss of power in large-scale 

cohorts (13,17). 
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SECTION 5: FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

Integrating robust dietary assessment into cohorts will help lay the groundwork for leveraging 

novel technologies, biomarkers, and emerging analytic approaches in the future. Indeed, the 

field of dietary assessment is one in which there is currently much innovation. 

 

In addition to technological advances related to self-report tools described earlier, there are 

emerging technologies, such as image recognition (58,59) and natural language processing, 

which may advance dietary assessment. Image-based food recording is promising for automatic 

recognition of food items and estimation of portion sizes (58,59,65), while natural language 

processing may be used for transcribing spoken dietary records (89). Although these 

technologies are not yet ready for wide-scale implementation, investment in infrastructure for 

capturing and analyzing dietary exposures within CPTP will position the cohorts to take 

advantage of emerging technologies in the future. Such efforts will likely need to be 

accompanied by complementary strategies to ‘bridge’ between existing and novel methods 

such that data collected at different time points can be compared.  

 

The application of metabolomics to nutrition research also shows promise (90,91). 

Metabolomics is the study of small-molecule metabolites found in biological fluids (e.g., blood, 

saliva and urine) (71) that are produced through the metabolism of foods, medicine, and/or 

toxins (71,90). Metabolomics can be applied in nutrition research to identify dietary patterns 

that may be markers of disease risk (71,90,91). Further, the discovery of new dietary 

biomarkers has emerged as a potential application of metabolomics. For example, linking 

dietary intake with metabolomic profiles has led to the identification of potential markers of 

meat and vegetable intake (91). However, there are challenges with the implementation of 

metabolomics in large-scale cohort studies (90,91). These include barriers to accurate 

quantification of metabolites obtained from tissues (e.g., liver, gut, kidney) that may be 

ethically difficult to access in population-based studies, as well as the time required for sample 

and data processing and the cost of current analytical techniques (e.g., mass spectrometry) to 

identify metabolites (92). Recent advances in high-throughput technologies that can 

simultaneously examine thousands of metabolites have made the application of metabolomics 

at a population level more feasible (92). Challenges to be addressed include the development 

and standardization of analytical techniques that can be applied to large-scale datasets (92).  

 

There also continues to be an evolution in methods of analyzing data from nutritional 

epidemiology studies. Traditionally, a reductionist approach (e.g., investigating associations 

between one nutrient or other dietary component and a disease outcome at a time) has been 

applied to the examination of diet-disease relationships (93); however, this approach does not 
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account for the complex nature of diet (93). The complexity of the synergistic and opposing 

effects of nutrients and bio-active components in the foods and beverages we consume cannot 

be captured by studying single dietary components (94,95). Furthermore, diet may change over 

time, with implications for health, as the multivariate and dynamic nature of eating patterns 

both over the lifespan and at critical points might be relevant to disease risk. There is thus 

growing interest in embracing the complexities of eating patterns when examining diet-disease 

relationships (9,96). To facilitate such research, attention has turned to approaches to address 

the multidimensional and dynamic nature of dietary patterns (97,98). While traditional 

approaches have included cluster and factor analyses as well as the use of diet quality indices 

(99), Reedy et al. (98) have highlighted potential approaches that could be used to answer 

questions such as what combination of foods explains variation in a set of intermediate health 

markers (e.g., reduced rank regression) (100) or minimizes cancer risk (neural networks) (101) 

or what aspects of the diet are most strongly associated with reducing cancer risk (classification 

and regression trees) (102). To address dynamism, time-varying approaches are being 

considered to address the complexity of dietary data collection at critical points over time (85).  

 

In sum, there are several exciting developments in terms of our capacity to collect and analyze 

data to shed light on how diet influences health and disease. To support the generation of a 

cohesive body of evidence on the diet-disease nexus, standardized collection of comprehensive 

dietary data across studies is needed.  
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SECTION 6: SUMMARY 

 

Barriers to the collection of robust dietary intake data in cohort studies in Canada have arisen 

due to the lack of cost-effective, easy-to-administer, and appropriately tested tools (9). 

Traditionally, in Canada and elsewhere, FFQs or screeners have been used as the main study 

tools to assess dietary exposures in large-scale cohort studies (10). However, validation studies 

addressing the structure of measurement error in self-report tools have shown that data from 

24HRs are less biased in comparison to food frequency questionnaires (36,39–41). To capture 

dietary intake comprehensively and with the least bias possible (13), it is suggested that 

multiple 24HRs should be used as the main dietary assessment measure, in combination with 

an administration of an FFQ (17). As noted earlier, the administration of 4 to 6 recalls over a 

year-long period has been suggested. 

 

In the past, 24HRs have been cost-prohibitive for use on a large scale, therefore limiting their 

utility in cohort studies. However, advances in technology (65), including the advent of web-

based automated self-report recalls (51,57), are making the use of recalls as the main study tool 

feasible. Of particular salience to Canadian cohort studies, web-based 24HRs and FFQs have 

been tailored to the Canadian context (66,103), with work ongoing to update nutrient and food 

databases to better reflect Canadian dietary intake (9). Statistical and other (e.g., deep learning) 

techniques are also emerging for cases in which recalls are used as the main dietary assessment 

measure (14,17) in cohort studies, as well as for addressing the complexity of dietary patterns.  

 

In conclusion, the progress that has been made in adapting web-based dietary assessment tools 

for the Canadian context (9) provides an exciting opportunity for CPTP and other Canadian 

cohorts. It is now possible to collect comprehensive dietary intake data within the cohorts and 

analytic strategies to maximize the value of these data are emerging. With such data, 

researchers can consider how different dietary components and patterns relate to cancer and 

chronic disease risk. The potential to unearth relationships between diet and disease is an 

exciting endeavour with the potential to shape future messaging for public health policies and 

programs. 
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SECTION 7: RECOMMENDED RESOURCES 

 

The following are available resources that will guide investigators with method selection and 

provide recommendations regarding strategies for data collection and analyses of dietary data: 

• Dietary Assessment Primer: https://dietassessmentprimer.cancer.gov/ 

• Measurement Error Webinar Series: 
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-error/ 

• Diet and Physical Activity Measurement Toolkit: https://www.dapa-toolkit.mrc.ac.uk/  

• Diet Assessment Methodology: https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dietary-
assessment/Chapter%201_Coulston.pdf  

 

The following websites are dedicated to ASA24 and the DHQ/CDHQ, providing information, 

instructions, and access to other resources: 

• Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Dietary Assessment Tool (ASA24): 

o Canadian version: http://asa24.ca/ 

o U.S. Version: https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/asa24/ 

• Diet History Questionnaire (DHQ-II and CDHQ-II): https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/ 

 

The following resources provide guidance related to the analysis of dietary data to examine 

relationships between intake and an outcome: 

• The National Cancer Institute Method and SAS Macros  

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/diet/usualintakes/macros.html 

• Estimating Usual Dietary Intake From National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 

Data Using the National Cancer Institute Method 

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/series/sr_02/sr02_178.pdf 
 

The following provides guidelines for investigators on reporting the findings of nutritional 

epidemiological studies:  

• Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology-Nutritional 

Epidemiology (STROBE-nut): http://www.strobe-nut.org/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://dietassessmentprimer.cancer.gov/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/events/measurement-error/
https://www.dapa-toolkit.mrc.ac.uk/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dietary-assessment/Chapter%201_Coulston.pdf
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dietary-assessment/Chapter%201_Coulston.pdf
http://asa24.ca/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/asa24/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/diet/usualintakes/macros.html
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/series/sr_02/sr02_178.pdf
http://www.strobe-nut.org/
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APPENDIX A 

 

Automated Self-Administered 24-Hour Dietary Assessment Tool-Canada (ASA24-Canada)  

ASA24-Canada website: http://asa24.ca/ 

National Cancer Institute website with general information on ASA24: 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/asa24/ 

 

Background: ASA24 was developed by the U.S. National Cancer Institute to make it possible to 

collect 24-hour recalls (24HRs) in large-scale research (51); it has recently been enhanced to 

enable the collection of food records (FRs) as well. ASA24 provides the ability to complete 

recalls and records on both laptops/desktops and mobile devices (smartphones or tablets). 

 

A Canadian adaptation (ASA24-Canada) has been freely available since 2014 and uses an 

adapted database reflective of the Canadian food supply (based on the Canadian Nutrient File) 

(103). Food and beverage items unique to Canada have been added and items not available in 

Canada have been removed (103). Many changes made to develop the Canadian version reflect 

differences in brand name and restaurant items between Canada and the U.S. Additionally, 

metric measurements were added to aid with portion size estimation (see figure A.1) (103). 

ASA24-Canada includes a French language version.  

 

The level of detail captured using ASA24, along with the robust and comprehensive database, is 

unmatched by commercial mobile dietary intake tracking applications. Additional information is 

available on the ASA24-Canada website and the National Cancer Institute’s ASA24 website. 

 

http://asa24.ca/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/asa24/
http://asa24.ca/
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Figure A.1: Sample set of portion size options available in ASA24 with an associated visual representation.  

 

Feasibility Testing: Alberta’s Tomorrow Project (21) and the Canadian Longitudinal Study on 

Aging (CLSA) have completed feasibility studies with adult Canadian populations to inform the 

use of ASA24 in cohort studies (32,52,54). A random sample (n=331) of participants (ages 36-

82) completed up to four 24HRs over four months, followed by the completion of the DHQ-II 

(52,54). Items adapted from the System Usability Scale were used to inquire into participants’ 

experiences using the ASA24 system. In general, participants were receptive to completing 

ASA24 and indicated willingness to complete multiple recalls (54), but there are challenges to 

be considered. Using technology to administer 24HRs introduces new issues that investigators 

must consider during data collection (54), such as computer literacy, cognitive skills, user 

experiences, preference for type of devise used, and costs associated with training study staff 

to support participants when assistance is needed to complete ASA24 and to coordinate various 

aspects of data collection (e.g., recruitment, data cleaning) (54). 

 

Practical Considerations for Administering ASA24-Canada within CPTP cohorts: The lessons 

learned from these studies and others informed practical considerations for administering 

ASA24-Canada within CPTP cohorts (54): 

• Pilot test protocols in the specific population and setting to assess potential challenges 
with ASA24-Canada administration and the need for training of staff to provide support 
for participants to complete recalls. 

• Though there are no costs associated with accessing ASA24-Canada, resources are 
needed to support participants and monitor ASA24 completion (e.g., training staff to 
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ensure they are familiar with ASA24-Canada, maintaining email accounts to provide help 
to participants). 

• Provide participants with an opportunity to complete a demonstration of ASA24-
Canada, if possible. This may alleviate challenges with navigating the system by allowing 
participants to become familiar with the steps involved in completing a 24HR. 

• Ensure participants have realistic expectations regarding the time required to complete 
the recall. Consider which optional modules to include based on time available and 
respondent burden. For example, asking about the source of each food or beverage may 
add substantial time to a recall administration. 

• If the recall is completed at home, multiple attempts should be allotted to increase the 
proportion of participants that will complete the recall. 

• Take into consideration the study population and characteristics that may affect 
completion of ASA24-Canada (e.g., older adults may prefer the use of mobile/tablet 
devices instead of a desktop/laptop). 

• Consider telephone administered recalls to assist participants in situations where they 
are unable to complete the recall independently (e.g., vision problems, computer 
illiteracy). 

• Unscheduled recalls (i.e., participants can log in to system at any time) may increase the 
proportion of participants who complete recalls. Please note: Investigators must 
consider the increased risk of reactivity, such as participants’ modifying recalls for the 
specified recall period at a later date. 

• If feasible, be flexible in the availability of study staff to support participants in 
completion of ASA24-Canada in studies involving scheduled recalls (i.e., participants can 
only log in to the system on pre-determined dates). 

• Provide sign-in credentials to participants close in time to completion of the recalls as 
possible to minimize login related issues. Consider either a) e-mailing sign-in 
information to participants to enable copy and pasting or b) mailing the information on 
bright colored paper or study-specific magnets. 

• Ensure recalls are monitored by study staff on an ongoing basis, with particular 
attention paid to incomplete recalls. 

 

Recommendations for Reviewing and Cleaning the Data: Investigators using ASA24-Canada 

should review data to determine if the data files contain missing data, outliers, or text entries 

with open-ended text (i.e., “match not found” or “other” are chosen by respondents) (103,104). 

The following document provides general guidelines regarding reviewing and cleaning the data: 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/asa24/resources/cleaning.html.  

 

Outliers can occur when individuals report very high or low dietary intakes. Outliers may also 

indicate errors in reporting, coding, or databases used to estimate dietary intake (18). However, 

investigators should not necessarily eliminate outliers from the data set without examining 

them carefully. Applying cut-offs for the inclusion or exclusion of dietary data can potentially 

result in the loss of individual data that contain no more measurement error than those recalls 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/asa24/resources/cleaning.html
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within the cut-off range (18). Disregarding data will also lead to a smaller sample size, resulting 

in the loss of study power to detect diet-disease relationships (18). In regard to text entries, it 

may not be feasible to check through each open-ended text entry. However, Zimmerman et al. 

(2015) suggest that this level of cleaning and recoding may not be necessary in a large study 

sample (105).  

 

Any missing data, incorrect matches or outliers may require recoding and reanalysis of the data, 

which must be completed outside of the ASA24-Canada system (103,104). Investigators should 

consider the time and effort needed to clean the data based on the size of the study sample 

and the research question(s) of interest (103,104).  

 

Database considerations: ASA24-Canada uses an adapted version of the U.S. ASA24 database 

that is reflective of the Canadian food supply (103). The database was adapted using the 

Canadian Nutrient File (CNF 2015) and a Canadian recipe database used for surveillance. For 

items within the CNF and the recipe database that were without complete nutrient profiles, 

appropriate Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies (FNDDS) values were used instead. 

The dietary supplement database is based on Health Canada’s Licensed Natural Health Products 

Database and is supplemented by the NHANES Dietary Supplement Database. The most recent 

version also links to the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Food Patterns Equivalents Database 

and can provide amounts of food groups and other dietary components, such as oils or added 

sugars (103). 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Canadian Diet History Questionnaire II (CDHQ-II) 

http://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/ 

 

Background: The original DHQ is a food frequency questionnaire that was developed by the 

National Cancer Institute. The DHQ-II was subsequently developed based on updated dietary 

data (66), with a Canadian adaptation (CDHQ-II) also made freely available to investigators. The 

Canadian questionnaire was modified to better reflect Canadian diets, which have been 

observed to be modestly different from those in the U.S. due to differences in food availability 

and fortification practices (67,81). 

An earlier Canadian adaptation, the CDHQ-I (81), was used in Alberta’s Tomorrow Project 

cohort to examine reported intake using the original DHQ database and a Canadian-modified 

database (106). Findings revealed significant differences in mean estimates for certain 

nutrients, such as folate, vitamins A, D (women only), iron and B6. Although dietary habits may 

be similar between the U.S. and Canada, these findings highlighted the importance of using a 

tailored FFQ (and associated database) to accurately capture the dietary intake of Canadians 

(81). 

 

The CDHQ-II food list was based on analyses of 24HRs completed by adults surveyed in the 

2004 Canadian Community Health Survey (67). Most decisions pertaining to the inclusion and 

exclusion of food and beverage items were based on analyses of CCHS data; however, foods 

recently added to the Canadian market (e.g., bottled water with added vitamins and minerals) 

were also evaluated and where appropriate, added to the CDHQ-II (67). As well, nutrition 

experts and researchers were consulted to advise on the inclusion of foods that may be 

relevant to emerging new hypotheses in nutritional epidemiology and chronic disease research 

(67). The CDHQ-II consists of 165 questions in total, of which 153 are food questions (figure 

B.1), 10 are related to nutritional supplement use (vitamins, minerals and herbal supplements), 

with one question about the cooking of meat and another inquiring about vegetarian diets. One 

hundred and forty-three food questions inquire about portion sizes. The CDHQ-II is available in 

paper- or web-based versions in two formats, including past year and month, with portion size 

(66). Additional information is available on the National Cancer Institute’s DHQ and CDHQ 

website. Work is underway to develop an online version of the CDHQ-III (expected in late 2019) 

using data on food consumption from the 2015 Canadian Community Health Survey. The 

comparability of data from the CDHQ-II and CDHQ-III is expected to be reasonable since they 

were developed using similar procedures and Canadian intake data.  

 

http://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/coding/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/coding/
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Figure B.1: Example of a sample set of questions related to soft drink or pop consumption in the last 12 months. 

(66) 

Reliability and Feasibility Testing: Pilot research examining the response rates of approximately 

400 participants (aged 55-74) and 1000 (aged 20-70) for the original paper-based DHQ in two 

different studies showed that response rates varied from 70-85%, and these rates were not 

statistically different from rates reported by shorter FFQs used in other epidemiological studies 

(107,108). Technological advances have led to web-based versions of the DHQ; thus, Alberta’s 

Tomorrow Project investigated the comparative reliability and feasibility of the paper-and-

pencil and web-based versions of the CDHQ-II (68). Participants were randomly assigned to one 

of two groups: 1) paper, web, paper; and, 2) web, paper, web over a six-week time period. An 

overall response rate across all collection points and questionnaire groups was found to be 

89.7% and 72.7% for the paper-and-pencil and web-based versions, respectively (68). Many 

participants indicated that they would be willing to complete the web-based version in the 

future, and 59% preferred completing the web-based version instead of the paper-and-pencil 

version. The study also demonstrated that the two versions of the CDHQ-II provided 

comparable nutrient estimates, indicating the flexibility for questionnaire administration in 

either paper or online formats (68). Both versions are described below (66). 
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Recommendations for Coding and Analysis: The Diet*Calc analysis software is freely available 

for analysis of CDHQ-II data (66). An ASCII text file containing data from completed 

questionnaires must be created from either paper-based or web-based formats. If using paper-

based forms, this text file can be created by a scanner or a data entry system, while the data file 

is created automatically when using the DHQ*Web. The format of each line of data are 

specified in the questionnaire's codebook and data dictionary (used by Diet*Calc) (66). The 

codebook and data dictionary are available at: https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/.  

Guidelines for coding DHQ data have been developed:  

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/coding/. Investigators 

should review questionnaire data for missing codes or error 

characters. A missing code indicates that the respondent did not 

answer a required question, while an error character indicates 

Paper-Based vs. Web-Based Forms of the CDHQ-II (66) 

 

• The paper-and-pencil format of the CDHQ-II asks about dietary intake in the past year and 

includes questions about portion size (66). Sample forms are provided and can be found at 

the following site: https://canadiandhqii.com/survey_resources.html. Please note that the 

sample forms should not be copied and completed by research subjects unless the 

researcher intends to input the data by hand. The codebooks for the paper forms are 

currently available in English; however, the codes and column values may be used with the 

French forms. The expenses associated with using this format are related to printing and 

scanning of the questionnaire. Typically, investigators contract commercial vendors to create 

custom forms and provide scanning services or use in-house IT resources. Researchers have 

the option to modify the CDHQ-II to suit their research needs if the following guidelines are 

met: https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/coding/ (66).  

 

• The web-based (DHQ*Web) CDHQ-II is freely available and is identical in content compared 

to the paper-based format (66). The DHQ*Web was designed to prompt respondents to 

follow automated skip patterns. This supports the collection of high-quality dietary data 

because respondents are unable to complete the questionnaire if there are missing or 

inconsistent responses. The questionnaire is designed to be self-administered, but as with 

ASA24-Canada, staff support should be trained and ready to provide assistance for 

participants who may encounter challenges completing the questionnaire (66). 

 

 

Download Diet*Calc 

The software is available for 

download at: 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/

DHQ/dietcalc/download.html 

 

https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/webquest/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/coding/
https://canadiandhqii.com/survey_resources.html
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/dhq2/forms/coding/
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/DHQ/dietcalc/download.html
https://epi.grants.cancer.gov/DHQ/dietcalc/download.html
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that a respondent marked two or more responses to a question for which only one answer was 

required.  

Diet*Calc will interpret CDHQ-II data by using the food frequency data collected and the food 

and nutrient database (a database that has the nutrient content for each food by sex and 

serving size) to provide these nutrient and food group intake estimates (66). The CDHQ-II 

nutrient and food database was created from the 2004 Canadian Community Health Survey 

(CCHS; Cycle 2.2) 24HR data. Similar foods reported in CCHS were grouped into categories to 

determine their contribution to the overall Canadian diet, and for inclusion into the food list 

(66). 
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